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From the Editor
It has been another actioned-packed season 
and hopefully we have managed to capture 
some of the stories in another big year for 
Scottish. Personally it was great to fi nish the 
season as part of the victorious Master’s 40 
team – awesome stuff  lads! 

This issue we are privileged to have a special guest writer, the one 
and only Roger Robinson, running legend and world-renowned 
running author. Roger refl ects on the vagaries of coaching and 
training an emerging running population, the super 70’s, Masters’ 
runners who run fast well into their seventh decade and beyond. We 
have a new regular column from Ryan Woolley, who is going to help 
us do that often neglected, yet essential stretching and core strength 
work to become more balanced runners. Our new senior club 
champions are interviewed and more.  

Grant McLean

General Manager’s Piece
The winter season is drawing to a close, which is 
disappointing as it has been a great season.  Last 
weekend’s NZ road relay champs was certainly a 
highlight - make sure you have a read of the article 
in this newsletter on our trip to Taranaki.  The club 
had a lot of new members join this year, and they 
look as though they have all enjoyed their Scottish experience.  Our 
competitive successes have been as good as ever.  The reopening of our 
renovated clubhouse gave the second half of the season a welcome 
focal point.  It is pleasing to have the building works behind us and we 
plan to make good use of our new modern clubhouse in 2011.  As we 
move into the summer, I would encourage you all to get out and take 
part in the multitude of athletics events that will be on.  Keep an eye 
on the Scottish website for details of events.  We plan to target some 
events as “Scottish” events, so you can turn up and enjoy the friendly and 
supportive club atmosphere you have (hopefully) experienced this past 
winter.  The Tuesday evening 5km series will continue to be a focal point 
throughout the summer.  The series attracts great numbers, with the 
vast majority not members of a club so there is a great opportunity for 
us to promote ourselves.  And what better way than getting out in your 
Scottish singlet and having fun.  I look forward to seeing 
you all regularly during the summer. 

Todd Stevens
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President’s piece

The term “going to the next level” has become 
a common adage in sports for improved 
performance generally in an “on fi eld sense”. This 
year as the result of the energy of a number of 
our club mates we have seen a noteworthy step 
change in a number of services Scottish can 
off er to its members and the Wellington running 
and walking community. I would particularly 
like to thank all those involved in the Clubhouse 
redevelopment, the 5k series, Triple Peaks and 
this quality publication for applying their talents 
to these projects. Of course raising the bar raises 
expectations and I am in no doubt we have 
opportunities in other areas to lift our game and 
strengthen our club. If you have ideas or talents 
to off er, the Management committee would 
love to hear from you.

The highlight of the season, the National Road 
Relay, was held last weekend.  The club was 
very well represented on the podium and 
importantly we had a high level of participation 
and a very social weekend away. I for one am 
already looking forward to 2011 in Auckland.

Glen Wallis
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IDEAS ON TRAINING   
AND RACING AFTER 70
THE CASES OF ED 
AND NORMAN

Roger Robinson 

Take a look at the two action photos. In one, 

79-year-old Ed Whitlock (white hair, blue 

singlet) is  battling it out with much younger 

runners as I watched him do in the 5K at the 

Great Raisin River Footrace in Williamstown, 

Ontario, August 2010. The other (Number 

439) is Norman Goluskin, in a 10K road race 

in June 2009 when he was age 70. Ed is an 

immigrant to Canada from England, a retired 

mining engineer living near Toronto. Norman 

is an American of Russian Jewish ancestry, 

retired from a New York advertising business, 

living now in the Hudson Valley. What 

they have in common is that they are both 

extraordinary runners. What they truly have 

in common is the stride of a 20-year-old. 

Look at Whitlock’s knee-lift and spring, look at 

Goluskin’s mid-stride mid-air fl oat. The eff ect in 

both is a stride-reach longer than 99 percent 

of 70-plus runners can ever manage. Most old 

runners shuffl  e and patter and wince. The stride 

gets shorter by the decade. Someone once said 

“old runners look as if they are afraid of when their 

foot hits the ground.” Exactly right. If your knee 

hurts like mine did in my last 15 years of running, 

every foot-strike means acute pain, so you don’t 

go higher off  the ground than you have to.   

So the main secrets of running well in later life 

are to have good genetics and stay clear of 

injury. Beyond those, well, let’s say the science 

of elder running is in its infancy. I’ve been 

making a few enquiries (Ed) and doing a little 

experimenting (Norman). What follows is at best 

tentative, but might be a beginning. 

Two years ago, when he was 69, Norman, a 

friend who lives in the town where I spend the 

American summers, asked me to coach him. 

He has been a good runner for three decades, 

with a style that looks uncannily like Lasse 

Viren, but he felt he had never really raced to 

his potential, too often burning himself out 

in training. He is an intelligent and interesting 

man, who in retirement puts money and 

energy into philanthropic work, especially for 

the environment and for the New York Road 

Runners Foundation (a wonderful kids’ running 

charity). So I agreed, on my usual condition: that 

he would aim at something signifi cant, not just 

EdEdEd Norman
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local races. Norm likes track, so we chose the 

World Masters Championships in Finland, August 

2009, with the 70-74 10,000 the main objective. 

Norman in the early years

The fi rst thing I told him was that there is no 

consensus and very little literature on how to train 

elite over-70 runners. Bruce Tulloch has done “running 

over 40,” Kathrine Switzer “women over 40,” and Rich 

Benyo “running over 50,” all excellent, but the only 

book out there if you keep running competitively past 

60 is Running in the Zone, a Handbook for Seasoned 

Athletes edited by Steve King and Dan Cumming. 

It’s full of good short articles by diff erent authors, 

including a section on “The Competition Zone,” but 

does not off er any overview.     

“John Keston runs every third day, and does long 

walks in between. Ed Whitlock runs round and 

round a cemetery, every day. Derek Turnbull 

used to lollop off  into the Southland bush, 

refusing to admit he had any system. Helen Klein 

runs and runs, up to 100 miles at a time. There is 

no agreement, no precedent,” I told Norman.  

So I did what I always do - work to the runner’s 

strengths, and shape a long-term strategy 

that would lay a base and then build race-

pace quality. Norman logged base miles for 

six months over the winter after he turned 70, 

including weekly long runs, under strict orders 

from me not to get lured into anything intense. 

Basic Lydiard. 

In the spring, early April, four months out from the 

race in early August, the story started. If anyone 

reading this is old enough to remember my own 

racing years in Wellington, they will know what 

comes next. Sausages. That is, long repetitions. 

One day a week 400s or similar, to develop speed 

a little faster than race pace, and one day a week 

longer reps - 3 mins, 5 mins, 10 mins, whatever – at 

10K race pace, learning to sustain that pace for 40 

minutes. Both sessions started light in April and 

built up progressively. The basic Robinson principle 

for the long reps is “quantity of quality.” That is, if 

you’re going to try to race for 40 minutes, you need 

in one session a week to build up to hold race pace 

for 40 minutes (as, say, 4 x 10 or 8 x 5 minutes). 

I saw no reason why that basic principle should be 

any diff erent for a 70-year-old. If he was going to 

race for 40 minutes, he needed to be trained for it. 

Otherwise the last 15 minutes would be misery. The 

diff erence with a 70-year-old was how to get there. 

I knew my own ageing body. I knew that a hard 

2-hour bike ride now takes me 3 hours – two 

hours to ride, one hour to nap afterwards. So the 

other basic principle in coaching Norman was 

recovery. I specifi ed usually two or three very easy 

days between sessions, something he had never 

done before. He had been what I call a daily 75% 

trainer, which I believe trains you to race at 75%. 

So there were many easy days, but rarely a day off  

running completely. The body thrives on habit. 

When I was helping another friend, Wellington’s 

John Barrington, train to run the New York 

marathon at age 70, John became convinced 

by a book that he should take frequent days off . 

Afterwards, he believed that decision cost him his 

aim of breaking 3:30. Even easy days contribute. 

There is no such thing as junk miles. 

Anyway, Norman got ample easy days. I gave him 

ample recovery, too during the repetition sessions. 

Instead of (say) 60 seconds recovery between 400s, 

I gave him a full slow lap of walking and jogging, as 

much as 3 or 4 minutes if he wanted it. 

On the longer repetition sessions, I gave him as 

much as 6 to 10 minutes of walking and jogging 

recovery between eff orts. I persuaded him to do 

those off  the track, to make him less lap-time-
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obsessed, so we were out on the Walkill Valley 

Rail Trail a long time some days, Norm slaving 

away while I smirked alongside on my bike. 

“I’m a Russian peasant – I’m very obedient and 

I can work hard,” Norm used to say. Perhaps he 

was thinking privately about The Revolution. 

It was of course more complicated than this brief 

description. There are always adjustments to 

be made day by day. Norman hit a slightly bad 

patch in June, so I gave him a very light week 

and trimmed a little off  the remaining biggest 

sessions. That ensured the upward curve of 

fi tness continued as the work still increased.

Halfway through the programme he ran a 10K road 

comfortably in 44 minutes, his best in recent years. 

He easily beat runners who had previously matched 

or beaten him. His last full 400 session was 86, 85, 

85, 85, 85, 84, his best for fi ve years or more, and 

impressive indeed for a 70-year-old. His last longer 

session, in the sharpening phase, was equally good, 

24 minutes total in a mix of 6s and 3s. He was fl ying. 

He was fulfi lling the title I had put on my fi le of notes 

about his training: “Norman Conquest.” 

“Norm’s going to get a medal in Finland. He’s good 

for close to 20:00 for 5000 and sub-41 10,000,” I told 

Kathrine. Norman was and is convinced that he 

was in the best racing form of his life. Not as fast 

as when he was 45, of course, but stronger and 

sharper, more ready to race. 

“I was giving 100 percent in those sessions and 

knew I could give 100 percent in the race,” he 

told me as we reminisced this week.

The story doesn’t have a happy ending. Norman 

didn’t conquer. He bombed miserably in 

Finland, both races. We were devastated and 

bewildered. (I got the news while in Christchurch 

to watch the New Zealand cross-country 

Championships, and will long remember the 

sinking disappointment.) Local running gossip 

castigated me for having “peaked him too soon.” 

I wondered if Norm deep-down was some kind 

of head-case who cracked in competition. Two 

weeks later, still unable to run at any eff ort, he 

saw a doctor, and phoned me. 

“I’ve got Lyme disease. The tests show I’ve had 

it four weeks,” he said. Lyme is a vicious bacterial 

infection (spirochete borreliosis) that comes from 

deer-ticks, and is worryingly common in this area. 

It was terrible news. But never has a diagnosis of 

Lyme brought two men such relief and jubilation. 

We almost cheered. The blame lay not with my 

coaching or his racing, but a nasty little nearly-

invisible tick that probably got on him when he 

was gardening (a pursuit I have always considered 

life-threatening). 

Those last sessions, when the disease was coming 

on, were during the tapering phase so just short 

of maximum eff ort. They showed how super-fi t 

he was. But the races showed how strong the 

infection was. A year later he still has Lyme and 

still can’t run at any real eff ort. He is on antibiotics 

again. If he recovers fully, he will race the 2011 

World Masters Championships in Eugene, and I 

will be back on my bike alongside him through 

the US summer. If he is up for it, the programme 

will be the same mix, base miles then systematic 

race preparation tempered by ample recovery. 

Kathrine Switzer, Roger Robinson, Anon, Ed 
Whitlock.  Great Raisin River Footrace.

I met Ed Whitlock properly for the fi rst time in 

August this year. Previously I had only interviewed 

him for the radio coverage of a race. We hit it off , 

especially after discovering that we spent most 

of our childhood less than 3K from each other in 
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the adjacent outer southwest London suburbs of 

Malden Manor (me) and Tolworth (Ed). We both 

dodged fl ying bombs, rode bikes on the Kingston 

By-pass, and went to “Saturday morning pictures” 

at the Tolworth Odeon. We even won, a few 

years apart, the same inter-schools cross-country 

trophy, the South London Harriers “Moates Cup.” 

On his training as the world’s greatest-ever 70-plus 

runner (fi rst 70-plus to break 3 hours for the marathon), 

Ed was more elusive than on these memories of 

boyhood. He is reticent, with a laconic wit, and reluctant 

to be a celebrity. He knocked down my two main 

theories about elder training with one stroke.

“No, I don’t take any rest. And I never do fast 

work,” he said. 

But as our chat went along, he recalled how he 

had backed off  for a year or two before he turned 

70, so as to be fresh to train and race at peak that 

year, and intimated that he is doing the same 

now, in preparation for turning 80. OK, if that’s not 

“taking rest,” it is shaping your programme so that 

sometimes you do more fast running than at others, 

so you are not at always at the same level of eff ort, 

and can peak when it matters despite the eff ects of 

age. So it’s much the same thing.  

Elaborating on fast repetitions, what Ed went on to 

say was “No, I never do speed-work. I don’t enjoy it. I 

haven’t done any speed-work for three years.” 

Which means, as I quietly calculated, without 

saying so, that he was still doing something that 

could count as speed-work up to age 76.                 

So did Derek Turnbull when I last ran with him in 

his late sixties. 

“I don’t know about all this aerobic/anaerobic 

stuff . I just run how I feel,” Derek always insisted. 

But when you were bowling along at 45-minute 

10K pace on the trails around Sherwood Farm, 

Derek would squint ahead with that farmer’s 

gaze and ask casually, “Feel like rattlin yer dags to 

that gate?” and take off  at 70-second 400 pace or 

better. But no, he didn’t do speed work. Nor does 

Ed in his Ontario cemetery – not since he was 76. 

“I use races to get fi t,” he told me, and he did just 

that, using that 5k to sharpen for a World record half 

marathon on September 26 (1.34.24). Another runner 

who (as I write) is using races to get fi t is Nick Willis. 

As I said, this is a tentative beginning on an 

unexplored subject. My experience with Norman 

Goluskin suggests that the basic principles for 

elder elite runners are the same as for any age, 

but that the older you get the more recovery is 

needed at every point. Ed Whitlock resists such a 

generalization, but on close inspection is not so 

far from it as he modestly suggests.   

We need major research into training competitive 

older runners, and a lot more evidence from the 

fi eld. I apologize for the lack of women elites in 

my discussion, but Scottish members need not 

look far for the world’s next great older woman 

elite - it’s Bernie Portenski who is year by year 

writing the book on that one. Someone should 

keep notes – I’m not joking. Imagine a future 

when all the women runners over-80, copying 

their record-breaking heroine, have husky voices, 

rasping breath, fl ying hair, and wear pink gloves. I 

only hope I’m around to interview her.     

Ed in full stride at 77

Roger Robinson’s books on running and literature, and 
Running in the Zone, are available at special prices on 
www.roger-robinson.com  His column “Footsteps,” on 
the history of running, is monthly in Running Times. 
“Roger on Running,” on the modern sport, is monthly 
in the Running Times Web-only edition, at www.
runningtimes.com 
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This article investigates some of the 

benefi ts of training with a regular 

running group. Hopefully having read 

it you will be inspired to get a group 

together - perfect for getting lots of 

base kilometres in over the summer in 

preparation for next season. 

Motivation
Running is very much an individual sport and 

training long miles alone can become a bit of a 

drag. Getting a group together for regular runs, 

say leaving the same spot at the same time each 

week is a great way to boost your motivation. 

Even if it is for an easy jog or a more challenging 

run, I am always more motivated to get out there, 

knowing someone else is going to be there, 

maybe just to catch up with someone I haven’t 

seen for a while or to get the inside story on how 

a race went over the weekend.  A long Sunday 

run just seems to go so much better in a group- 

the time just goes faster and the hard bits aren’t 

quite as hard. Some Sundays it is typical to see a 

number of such groups out on a long run going 

at their own pace and just enjoying themselves. 

Competition
Let’s face it – running is a competitive sport 

and a non-competitive runner is an oxymoron. 

You don’t have to be up the front of the race 

to be involved in a great competition. Racing 

people at your level can be incredibly satisfying. 

Training in a group is a good way to see who 

is at, or about, your level and a great way to 

test yourself against your peers.  A few years 

ago the P team Thursday night hill run was a 

great case in point. We would normally get 

fi ve or six (sometimes more) all heading off  for 

1:30-1:45 of hills. The runs would start slow as 

we warmed up but come the fi rst hill and it was 

all on for young and old as we would all jostle 

for position trying to get up some crazy slopes 

(Orangi Kaupapa Road for example) as quickly 

as we could. This was not only great training 

but it showed you who you should pace off  

in races and also was a pretty good indicator 

whether or not your fi tness was improving 

relative to the others around you. 

Fun
Runners are generally like minded people. 

Consequently, we actually tend to like hanging 

out with other runners.  Training with a group 

is a great way to make some friends and meet 

some interesting characters (with the side 

eff ect that you can get quite fi t!). One of the 

best group runs from this perspective has been 

the Friday lunchtime waterfront session, usually 

involving a Mr T. Stevens. This was always one 

of my favourite runs  - especially before a big 

Edwin Massey
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race when the various contestants coming 

together to talk smack amongst themselves 

about how tomorrow is going to pan out. This 

type of group run makes training fun and it 

can be quite a good way to lighten up the day 

listening to the banter fl ying back and forth. 

Sharing the feeling

Doing it together
Rebecca Speirs’ coffee run on a Sunday is 

another great case in point – out for a cruise 

and then catch up with your mates over 

coffee. Great stuff. It is really interesting how 

once a group gets critical mass word seems 

to spread and more and more people come 

out of the woodwork looking for a good run. 

The Friday lunchtime waterfront runs have 

sometimes attracted more than 20 people. Of 

course not everyone in the group has to be of 

the same speed, generally as long as you can 

match jogging pace on the flat you will be 

fine, the faster runners can always slow down 

a bit or jog back down the hills to wait for 

others to catch up.

Learning the craft
Running in a group, especially with some more 

experienced runners around, is a great way to 

learn how to train and how to race. Some of 

my favourite interval sessions have been when 

a group of us has met up in town, jogged over 

to the track, done our session and then jogged 

back.  On the way over, you are always looking 

to those around you for tips on how you should 

run the upcoming session. Once at the track you 

settle into your own pace as the others, all going 

diff erent speeds, spread out around you. Deep 

into the session  now, your lungs are bursting 

and your legs are sore, but looking around as the 

others whiz around the track you know that they 

are feeling exactly the same and  at least there is 

only one more interval to go. On the way back, 

jogging slowly there isn’t as much conversation 

just a tired contentment and a mutual respect 

that everyone has got through another tough 

training session together. It is these types of 

sessions that make you fi t- doing them in a 

group just seems better training somehow. 

With these benefi ts in mind I thoroughly 

recommend you to get a group together and 

get out there!

“If the good Lord intended 
us to lead into the wind, 
He would never have 
created Scottish.”  
Roger Robinson
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STEF &
TINA 

STEP UP

11

Our two newly crowned Club and Centre 

Champions for 2010 have both have strong 

sporting backgrounds and undeniable 

running talents that are beginning to 

emerge. Our young guns Tina Harris (27) 

and Stef Smith (22) also share a common 

purpose to be the very best they can be, 

something we can all be inspired by, as we 

line up our running goals. 

Where it all began

Stefan (Stef ) 

started off  running 

as a seven year 

old. He raced most 

weekends, but 

did no training as 

he was playing 

‘a hundred other 

sports’ from cricket, 

rugby, badminton, 

swimming to 

national level 

gymnastics. Stef; 

“Each year a sport 

would drop, but I always raced on the weekend 

because Dad would be going and often I would 

be tired from a morning rugby game, but he 

would bribe me along (no lawn mowing the 

next day!).” 

By fi fteen Stef started doing scheduled training, 

but didn’t run big miles. However Stef’s Dad 

did, which led to an incident that earned an 

early reputation for high mileage; “I had a bone 

removed from my foot end of seventh form and 

started University in Wellington on crutches, 

essentially not running for seven months. About 

a month after I could walk without pain my 

old man thought it would be a fun idea to try 

and run 100 miles a week for two weeks while 

back in Napier on my fi rst semester holiday. I 

completed that, was exhausted for two further 

weeks and from then on I have been known as a 

big mileage guy!”, says an amused Stef. 

Action woman

Tina came from a dancing and gymnastics 

background and used to do competitive 

aerobics for eight years. Tina has always enjoyed 

running and her parents used to tell her to go 

for a run to burn-off  pent up energy. I did school 

Stef thinks ahead
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athletics every year and have always struggled 

with my asthma, but being stubborn it never 

stopped me. I’ve only really been running 

seriously since joining Scottish in 2004. 

One wonders about the place of the shared 

experience of gymnastics in both these runners’ 

stories. Gymnastics being great for building 

fundamental skills such as balance, core strength 

and fl exibility. Stef and Tina both have always 

exhibited a smooth strong running technique.

Stef’s fi rst fi rm running moment was winning 

the under 14 Dorne Cup running for Napier. 

Stef takes up the story; “it was hailing like hell 

that day and I was 12 I think. Dad said just go 

for it so we can get out of this weather so I did, 

I never saw anyone else in the race and won 

comfortably ahead of guys like Shaun Hunt, Tim 

Hodge, and Brendon Blacklaws”. 

Tina has always been someone who appears 

to have the ability to push herself to the limit 

in races (which is even more remarkable with 

a history of asthma): Tina explains; “For me 

there is nothing more satisfying than knowing 

I have put my whole body on the line, there is 

no point doing all this training if I have done 

a sub-par performance. If I finish a race and 

don’t feel physically sick, then I haven’t pushed 

myself enough [Ed.crikey! one does recall 

Tina often lying on the ground post-races 

even back in 2004]. I like to think of myself 

as stubborn who doesn’t give up and even 

though my asthma has often got the best of 

me I still manage to finish a race giving it all 

I’ve got.”

Joining Scottish
Stef initially stayed with Napier as a junior 

(along with Dan Wallis later also to join Scottish) 

when he moved to Wellington. Stef joined 

Scottish in the start of 2007 as he was running 

a lot with Rees, Joseph (JD), Scott Ferguson 

and others during the week and knew it was 

the strongest club; “I had to think long term, I 

knew I would be getting better each year and 

I wanted to be able to make it easy to train 

with guys like Rees.” So it made sense to join 

Scottish. Tina had joined a 

few years earlier.

Support is key
Both Tina and Stef have 

great family and club 

support. Tina’s Mum and 

sisters usually come and 

watch her every year at the 

Wellington Track and Field 

Championships and Tina’s 

granddad loves hearing 

about her racing even 

though he can’t make it 

out to watch. “I appreciate 

the support of my family 

because then they can see my hard work paying 

off ” Tina says. 

Stef’s Mum and Dad make it to as many events 

as they can often travelling down all the way 

from Napier to cheer him on. “They are great!” 

sums up Stef.

Daylight second
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Stef and Dad  

Tina has only known the Scottish club 

environment and is also very grateful for the 

support in the club; “I really appreciate the 

support from a few Scottish ladies who also 

always come to watch me race at the track over 

summer. This is what I love about Scottish, it’s 

so nice to know that people are watching my 

progress and often remind me how much I’ve 

improved, even when I’m having a crap day/

week, they are all there, enough said.”

Stef agrees that there is a very supportive 

environment right across the club. Stef: “I would 

just like to say a big thumbs up and thank you 

to Scottish as a whole club for being supportive. 

I really appreciate every ‘nice race’ and ‘good 

job’ comment I get, it means a lot. Also I cannot 

thank the Supporters Club enough for the 

continued fi nancial support, as it is very tough 

fi nancially. Todd Stevens plays a huge part, a 

great supporter, motivator and club man, we are 

very lucky to have him in Scottish”. 

Benefi ting from smart coaches
Both Tina and Stef are starting to see the 

benefi ts of working with coaches who have 

their longer-term interests at heart. Rees Buck 

has been Stef’s coach for almost three years and 

they have formed a great coaching partnership 

and friendship. Stef has learned to trust Rees 

as a coach. While he initially felt he was being 

held back by Rees the gradual build up of miles 

to the full Lydiard programmes is now paying 

dividends and helps avoid major injuries; Stef; 

“now I agree with everything he has done. It is all 

about listening to your body and what you can 

handle, you want to handle training not let the 

training handle you.

Tina has long had good coach support being 

coached previously by Anne Hare, Chris Hare 

and Glenn Hughes. Tina’s current coach Steve 

Willis had identifi ed Tina’s potential to be the 

best in the country. Tina: “I didn’t believe it until I 

saw on paper how close I was to the other senior 

women’s times. My performances this year come 

down to increased mileage, getting my asthma 

under control, and lactate/Vo2 max testing. I 

have learnt a lot of drills and exercises from Anne 

and Steve to improve my running form. Steve 

also encourages me to use my own initiative.

Double Centre Champions
Stef was stoked to have achieved the double 

Centre title. Stef; “It meant a lot to me. The cross 

country was what I really enjoyed and was just 

real pumped to win. The road was more of a 

don’t stuff  it up race, I decided to start pretty 

hard then just get in a good rhythm, no one 

came with me and it worked out. Tina was also 

wrapped, but is already aiming higher: “I guess 

I’m pretty humble about having won the double 

title. It’s nice when people say that I’m the best 

in Wellington, but it doesn’t cut it for me, the 

day I win a national title will really put the icing 

on the cake, then I’ll be looking for something 

higher to aim for, I guess my running career has 

just started and the best is yet to come.

Marathons for one, track for another
For the coming summer there are diff erent foci 

for our champions. While Stef loves cross country 

he appears to be following his Dad’s love for the 

marathon. Following on from the Barry Magee 

story last issue it is good to see a younger elite 
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runner looking to pick up the distance. Stef 

actually has been thinking of doing a marathon 

for some time and is planning on Beppu in 

February in Japan if he can get funds together. 

While nervous and excited by the prospect he 

is not going to muck around he wants to ‘hit it 

hard’; “breaking 2.20 fi rst go would be a good 

run” notes Stef.  

He is also eyeing up the World Cross Country 

Championships in Spain (March) and may run a 

couple of fast track races (including Zatopek);“I 

would like to think I can run under 14.20 and 

29.30 this summer.

Tina feeling the speed

Tina has unfinished business with the New 

Zealand Road Championships, which have 

been re-scheduled to the Sir Barry Curtis 10k. 

Then track beckons. “Track is my number 

one preferred running discipline, very closely 

followed by 10km road. My reason for loving 

athletics so much is the speed, I love the 

feeling of being able to run fast, plus on the 

track you can’t really hide so there is no place 

to slack off. I get so excited to race track, it’s 

so tactical and you have to be prepared for 

anything” enthuses Tina.

To the future and for Stef it is ultimately the 

Olympics; “Long term goals, representing New 

Zealand at the Olympics for sure, I dream of 

that every day and it is one of my big lifetime 

goals I desperately want to achieve”. Tina is 

aiming to bring down her 800m and 1500m 

and hopeful to double medal in the nationals 

next year. Tina; “I know I’ve got it in me to run 

around 2.12 and 4.20. I might even consider 

competing in Australia. Glenn and I are looking 

at heading overseas next year for a few months. 

We are hoping to get some racing in as well as 

travelling. I’ve got the running bug and I’m really 

keen to see how far I can push myself so I can 

be the best I can be otherwise I will regret never 

knowing how well I could do if I didn’t”. 

Drawing inspiration from the greats, the 
locals and the family
Stef points to a pantheon of ‘stud’ runners 

that inspire him (Mottram, Dixon, Ovett, Coe 

etc). Closer to home and possibly in the stud 

category Stef looks to Rees. “I feel he has been 

very unlucky over many years of frustrating 

injuries but he always hits back and knows how 

to win some big races.” Dad is right up there 

though too. “My Dad is a big one, I feel he got 

the very most out of himself, he could only run 

a 4.07 1500m [Ed. Only?] but a 2.25 marathon, 

which shows he just got stuck in with some 

big hard mileage and he has some epic stories 

including a month of training three times a day 

roughly 300+ km a week (unfortunately he broke 

down after this). 

Tina gets focused
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For Stef it is important that he has strong local 

competition. “It is great having Hamish, the 

guy has wheels to burn, I hope he knows how 

good he can be and he needs to get to Aussie 

this domestic season to really go for it, I think 

he could break 3.40 this summer!  Stef would 

like to see guys collaborate more, particularly 

on the track to generate tight competition and 

fast times. He is excited about the future, as top 

Scottish runners return to the fold from U.S. 

scholarships (Dan Wallis, Tim Hodge, Terefe Ejigu) 

and join the current squad, and up-coming 

juniors like Ben Barry. This should make Scottish 

Senior Men very competitive for years to come.

Tina looks to the current crop of great New 

Zealand talent. Tina; “I’ve always admired Nick 

Willis’ athletic capabilities since I was at high 

school, we went to school together. I really 

value Steve’s advice because I know he has 

experienced what I’m doing. I often look at 

Jess Ruthe and Kim Smith’s times and think 

what I need to do to be that fast. I guess it’s 

just patience and a lot of hard work, if my body 

will allow it. My fi rst 1500m race I did in 5.32 

and before I joined Scottish my 10km time was 

around 55min, it’s crazy to think how far I may 

go in the next 5 years”.

For Tina she would be like to see more female 

competitive runners join the ranks, Tina; “I think 

it’s great to see a lot more recreational runners 

joining clubs but I think there seems to be a lack 

of top female runners now, I don’t know what’s 

happened to them all”.

Stef to the future

Earning a crust and keeping focused
Stef and Tina have both now completed their 

studies and are now working. Stef works as a 

massage therapist at Amazing Value Massage 

[Ed. a decent massage too folks] while Tina 

now works at Lifestyle Sports with Karen Rigby 

(see Karen’s corner). So they are in that familiar 

position of aspiring New Zealand elite athletes of 

juggling the day job and trying to keep focused 

enough on their training to go to the next level. 

We look forward to seeing Tina and Stef make 

that next step. 

Stef Tina

1500m         3.55 1500m    4.32

3000m         8.30 3000m    9.47

5000m        14.46 5km       16.58

10,000m     31.10 10km     35.25

Personal Bests
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From this issue, Ryan Woolley, Scottish 

Senior Men’s runner and Personal Trainer 

at Porirua City Fitness will help us cut 

through the information overload to 

isolate the best exercises for runners to 

improve our core strength, balance and 

fl exibility – to avoid injury and improve 

performance. Take it away Ryan.

As we all may well know, to make progress as a 

runner, ‘balance’ is a key concept that all of us are 

required to get a fi rm grasp of. Yeah, sure - we all 

try to cover the mileage, the tempo workouts, 

and the interval sessions. However, many of us 

are guilty of not spending that little bit of extra 

time after training to fi nd a quiet space on the 

back deck or the living room to cover the fi ner 

details. Within the scope of a balanced runner is 

the ability to stay fl exible (but, not too fl exible!) 

and strong in the areas required to help stabilise 

the trunk. Below is a regime that can be followed 

after a run, or in the afternoon to polish off  

a morning workout. These fi ve exercises are 

included to strengthen muscles that stabilise 

and control movement around the spine and 

pelvis. Attempt to work in 3 or 4 sets of these 

exercises each week.

Ryan Woolley, training advisor to On the Run

A fine balance: 
essential core strength exercises for runners

Ryan Woolley
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- Complete this exercise before and after the exercises described over page.

To get you started these basic stretches should be a standard part of your return.

The ‘Cobra, Camel, Cat, Beggar’ Sequence:

THE COBRA
• Hold each position for 10 seconds

THE CAMEL
• Tuck in head, tuck in hips.

• Emphasis on curvature in upper back

THE CAT
• Push tongue against the roof of your 

mouth.

• Extend neck.

• Point buttocks toward ceiling/sky.

THE BEGGAR
• Head down, buttocks to heels.

• Stretch and straighten arms in front of body.

• Creep forward with fi ngers

• Repeat sequence 2 times.

• Emphasis on curvature in lower back

*

* Drawings by Ryan Woolley ©
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CONTROL 
Weakness around the hips may be due to an inability 

to tap into and control this area. Here’s a good exercise 

to achieve this.

1. Hands below shoulders, knees below hips.

2. Take a deep breath in followed by a deep breath 

out.

3. While exhaling, draw your stomach in (move 

your  naval closer to your spine), and hold for 10 

seconds. Move nothing else; rib-cage or spine.

4. To progress, attempt to do step 3 with more 

pelvic control. After drawing in the stomach, push 

your tail to the ceiling, increasing the amount of 

curvature in the lower back. Hold for 10 seconds. 

REVERSE CURL
Very simple, but a bit cruel. 

1. Starting position – Lying on your back, hips and 

knees fl exed to 90˚.

2. Flatten the lower back on the ground – as though 

you’re trying to push your tail bone to the ceiling.

3. Keep your back fl at while straightening and 

lowering your left leg until it is just above the 

ground. 

4. Repeat 20 times, alternating legs.

5. Repeat the exercise, lowering both legs at the 

same time. 
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BACK BRIDGE
Google “Gluteus Maximus and running” – it’ll tell you 

EVERYTHING!

1. Starting position – lying on your back; right 

knee - extended; left knee – fl exed to 90˚; arms – 

straightened, to the side (as pictured). Squeeze the 

stomach.

2. Push your hips toward the ceiling/sky until your 

knees and torso a line. Keep the right knee 

extended. Make sure you attempt to initiate this 

movement with the hips; not the knees.

3. Concentrate on tensing your buttocks at the top 

of this movement – I’ve been told that this should 

feel similar to gripping onto a coin. So don’t let go!

4. Hold this position for 3 seconds.

5. Return to the starting position before completing 20 repetitions.

6. Prescribed to strengthen gluteus maximus.

7. Emphasis placed on training the hamstrings to relax at the top of the contraction.

SIDE BRIDGE
A good one to help gain control of a wonky hip and a 

crook back.

1. Starting position – as pictured below.

2. Key points to note:

• - Keep sides of the pelvis aligned. Don’t let the 

top portion of the pelvis drop.

• - Keep the body aligned – knees, hips, and 

shoulders form a straight line (in particular – keep the hips pushed forward).

• - Don’t let the head drop.

• - Work toward applying the 2nd exercise while doing the side bridge – drawing in your 

stomach while in the position pictured. 

3. Hold for 30secs and repeat 2-3 times each side.

To Progress:

Lift the top leg up and down, keeping the knee straight, for the duration of the hold.
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Scottish success in the Naki
2010 NZ Road Relay Championships

150 Scottish club members travelled to 

Taranaki for the New Zealand Road Relay 

on 2 October.  The turnout was fantastic 

with our 17 teams almost double the 

next largest club.  As always, there were 

highs, a few lows, a bit of drama and a lot 

of laughs.  Here is a selection.  

The victorious Masters Men’s team (L-R Back) 
Peter Stevens, Grant McLean, Todd Stevens, Jim 
Jones, Joseph Bulbulia, Craig McLean; Front 
Greg Mitchell , Dave Kettles

Success:  A NZ title for the Masters Men, in the 

40-49 grade.  Relay titles are always hard to win, 

and the Masters were pushed all the way to 

the line by Christchurch club Papanui.  The lead 

changed a number of times, and during lap 5 

concern was growing in the Scottish camp as 

the defi cit headed towards 2min.  But by the end 

of lap 6, the Scottish lads were back in front by 

20sec, only for the lead to promptly disappear 

before being re-established by the end of the 

lap.  The start of the last lap was not the place 

to be for anyone with a heart condition, but the 

lead steadily grew and by the time the fi nish line 

on the Inglewood athletics track approached, 

the smiles on the faces of the Scottish team 

were very broad.  The win was the fi rst M40 relay 

title for Scottish, and now means Scottish has 

won all four male titles at some stage in the last 

10 years.  

The Masters Women had a similar tight battle, 

with a number of lead changes.  But by the fi nish 

it was Hamilton Hawks that had their nose in front.  

Hawks and Scottish have a long standing rivalry in 

the MW grade which has seen many close fi nishes. 

The walking team also picked up second place.  

For the fi rst time in a numbers of years a walking 

relay was held in conjunction with the NZ champs, 

although the race wasn’t an offi  cial championship 

grade.  It was great to see our walkers (and a number 

of supporters) being able to experience the event 

which runners have been raving about for years.  

A new course:  This year the seniors competed 

over an 8 lap 76km course and the juniors and 

walkers over 6 laps and 37km.  Whilst there 

were no big hills (unlike at Akaroa last year), 

the undulating nature of all the laps certainly 

made the course testing.  As the course had 

not previously been used for a relay, allocating 

runners to laps provided an additional challenge 

with only lap profi les to go on (although a couple 

of teams did fi nd time to drive the course the 

day before).  Afterwards, most agreed that the 

lap profi les given were not an accurate refl ection 

of the actual laps!  One new club member was 

heard moaning afterwards that his captain had 

told him that his lap was “the short fl at one”, and 

was a bit upset to fi nd the reality to be a series of 

never ending hills.  Believing what your captain 

tells you is always a trap for the inexperienced! 

Stressful moments:  In relays, we get told 

to expect the unexpected.  Who would have 

thought that on a perfectly fi ne day the only two 

fl ights on Friday afternoon from Wellington to 

New Plymouth would be cancelled due to a fi re 

near Wellington Airport?  Well, it happened and a 

number of team captains found themselves with 

team members stuck in Wellington.  Alternative 

arrangements were quickly made, including a bus 

late Friday night and Saturday morning fl ights.  
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Melissa Moon - all style and speed

Some teams started the relay with team members 

in the air between Wellington and New Plymouth.  

Anxiety levels were high with the club relying on 

Air NZ being on time with their fl ights!

An unexpected surprise:  Continuing the 

theme of expecting the unexpected, the Senior 

Women grabbed a surprise bronze medal.  

Although perhaps it wasn’t a surprise given the 

careful planning that went on in the months 

prior to ensure a competitive team was on the 

start line.  The old adage of preparation plus 

persistence brings results was proved correct by 

our talented team of females.  

The Junior Women also sprang a surprise, with a 

4th place.  In a competitive grade and a relatively 

young team, this was a great result.  

The longest trip to New Plymouth in history:  

With Bruce Lake back in the captain’s seat, the 

P team embarked on their fi rst road trip for a 

number of years.  Despite an early start from 

Wellington, the team became quickly distracted 

from the task of getting to New Plymouth.  

Morning tea at the Tuatara brewery in Waikanae 

set the tone for the day.  The team did eventually 

make it to New Plymouth, but found they lacked 

runners in a condition to do any of the long laps.  

An embarrassing moment:  There is always 

one member that manages to embarrass himself 

and bring shame on Scottish,  This year it was 

Karl Woodhead.  After getting a little tired during 

his lap, he decided to have a short walk thinking 

he was safe in the knowledge his P team friends 

had driven on up the road.  But he didn’t bank 

on being sprung by the Club’s women’s captain 

coming up in a car behind.  At least he didn’t have 

a lie down in this race.  

A slight disappointment:  Naturally some teams 

don’t always meet their own high expectations.  

And the Senior Men fi nishing 4th, and just the 

second time outside of the medals in the last 13 

years, is a slight disappointment.  But given how 

competitive the Senior Men’s grade is, their 4th 

place is still a very creditable achievement.  And in 

one of the best results of the day, the Men’s B team 

fi nished one place behind in the A grade.  No other 

club in the country comes even close to matching 

the depth that Scottish has in senior men.  

A case of the wobbles:  Hot weather plus 

distance races usually leads to dehydration, and 

this year Des Young succumbed to a case of 

wobbly legs.  Thankfully Des recovered quickly 

enough to relive the moment many times over 

on Saturday night.  But, what drama!

A bit of unfi nished business:  Hamilton Hawks 

shaved us by just one point to win the Top Club 

competition.  The Top Club is determined by a club’s 

best three places in the Championship grades.  We 

scored six points (a fi rst, a second and a third place) 

with Hawks scoring 5 points.  Like Scottish, Hawks 

put a lot of time and energy into getting teams 

(both in numbers and strength) to the road relay.  

They like to beat us; we like to beat them.  Roll on 

2011, when the relay will be held in the Hunua 

Ranges south of Auckland on 3 September.  

And on the social side:  The running was 

quickly forgotten for most members as we 

descended on a New Plymouth restaurant on 

Saturday night for a feed of burgers, chips and 

steak.  And lots of dessert.  And even lots more 

beers.  Some beer was drunk very fast by the 

senior women, with a rumoured victory over 

the P team in the boat race.  Given that some 

members only made it back to their motel units 

in time to check out on Sunday morning, it is fair 

to say that these members made the most of the 

social activities on off er.  
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Scottish Senior Men
Glenn Hughes

Fast start at Welly Roads

The senior men have continued to run strong this 

season. We gained the top fi ve placings at the 

Wellington Road Championships and easily won 

the team’s event. Stef had an outstanding run to 

win from Matt Dravitzki and James Coubrough. 

Tim Hodge and James List made up the top 

fi ve. That night Dave Parsons was also crowned 

the new P Team Trial champion. Hamish Carson 

and Stef Smith had an outstanding race in the 

Lifestyle Sports 5km event in late August. Hamish 

prevailed in a new course record of 14:45 minutes 

and Stef was only 3 seconds back. The NZ road 

relay in Inglewood was the main focus for the 

season.  Although it was disappointing not to 

win a medal, there were many positives including 

being able to fi eld 4 men’s teams and the B team 

getting 5th place in the A grade, just a place 

behind the A team.

Junior Men
Josh Van Dalen

In the lead-up to the National Road Relay the 

juniors had some setbacks but kept positive. In 

the absence of a number of the older juniors 

some younger boys have had a chance to really 

shine this season. Malcolm Hodge (Ed. see 

the profi le on page 29) has been the standout 

performer and his consistency throughout the 

cross country and road season saw him earn a 

well deserved Scottish junior men’s title. 

With our injuries Bays Relay was never going to 

be easy. The standout performance came from 

Ryan Mahon who ran the second fastest 3rd lap to 

help us to our 5th place performance. Wellington 

Secondary School Road Championships saw 

Malcolm again run well to fi nish seventh in the 

strong fi eld out on the interesting CIT course. 

Michael Ghirmay also had a solid performance 

coming home in 11th.

On the injury front Ben Barry had another setback 

and therefore was not able to run in Inglewood, 

which is a big disappointment for the team. I also 

missed a large portion of the cross country and 

road season, however was good to go for the 2nd 

of October. 

It was pleasing to get two teams on the start line 

for the NZ road relay.  This depth of talent will 

allow us to push for a medal in the years ahead.

Masters’ Men
Todd Stevens

The Masters Men have completed the winter 

season unbeaten, with the pinnacle being the 

New Zealand title in the road relay champs.  

Success throughout the season can be partly 

attributed to the depth of talent, which has 

allowed us to cover the injuries that seem to 

regularly appear when people get old!  Grant 

McLean continues to lead from the front, but it 

was Greg Mitchell who won the club 

Masters battle it out, Welly Roads

TEAM UPDATES
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championship.  With Grant representing NZ in the 

New Caledonia marathon, Greg was able to claim 

the Wellington road champs title and seal the 

club champs win.  Jim Jones and Craig McLean 

made the Wellington champs a Scottish clean 

sweep of the medals.  And in the past month we 

have welcomed another member to the Masters 

ranks:  congratulations to Ian Murray on turning 

40.  We look forward to him strengthening our 

team for our NZ title defence in 2011.

Women
Diane Morgan and Christine Jones

Well we made it to the end the winter 

programme. We had 40 plus women at the 

National Road Relays (with two Senior, three 

Masters and one composite team).  The silver 

medal by the Masters Women was a fantastic 

eff ort and the bronze for the seniors was reward 

for a lot of hard work by the team.

A noticeable feature this year has been the 

number of new women members who have 

continued to run regularly each weekend. They 

have been willing to try all events on off er, 

thus extending their fi tness and also enabling 

them to get a lot out of the club. Alongside this 

friendships have developed and a willingness to 

help each other in various ways such as helping 

with training and sharing transport. 

Brenda in memorium

The Scenic Sunday Series coordinated by 

Rebecca Speirs has been well patronised 

whatever the weather. We have been running in 

a variety of interesting locations with the aim of 

checking out diff erent tracks and doing as much 

of the run off  road as we can. We always enjoy 

a coff ee and muffi  ns/brunch following the run. 

On Sunday 26 September we had a very special 

run. We ran from Makara Beach café to Makara 

cemetery and back (7.7km each way). We visited 

Brenda Burke’s grave, which sits on a beautiful 

hill setting nestled among trees. Brenda, who 

died a year ago, was a great member of the 

Scottish Women’s team.  

Natalie Gaskin
The road season has gone very well for the 

Scottish Women’s A team.  With some new 

runners joining late in the season, a competitive 

team was put together for the NZ road relay.  With 

everyone running very well on the day, a bronze 

medal resulted which was celebrated long into 

the night.

Fast changeover Bays Relay

Tina Harris has been our star performer with 

a solid victory in the Wellington 10km Road 

Championships (35.25) with almost a minute 

over the second placed runner. After the 

National Road Championships in Christchurch 

were initially cancelled due to the earthquake, 

Tina is now looking forward to the opportunity 
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to run the Nationals at the Barry Curtis 10km in 

Auckland later this month. After that it is track 

season, where she will be focussing on the 

800m and the 1500m. Tina has built up a lot of 

strength over the winter season, which I am sure 

will help her to run faster than ever this coming 

track season! We are confi dent that Tina will be 

in medal contention both of these distances 

come National Championships in summer. 

We all wish Tina the best of luck, and are 

looking forward to seeing some more excellent 

performances from her this summer (no pressure 

Tina!)! It would be great to see a few more of the 

team participating in the track events over the 

summer, so if you are keen I’d encourage you to 

head down to the track and give it a go! 

Vivian Cheng – On ultras, give them a go!

Ultras, why not?

I started running ultras (a term loosely used to 

refer to any distance longer than a marathon) 

about 3 years ago. I love it because ultras are 

all about setting and achieving personal goals 

rather than competing against others, so it’s 

a very social environment and everyone is 

extremely friendly and supportive. It also gets 

me out and about running amongst some 

spectacular surroundings.  Ultras are becoming 

more popular in New Zealand and there are now 

quite a few events ranging from 50km up to 100 

miles and 24 hour races on a variety of surfaces.  

I would love to see more people give ultras a 

go.  All you need is a bit of determination (some 

might call it stubbornness) and you’re halfway 

there. I couldn’t run for more than 5 minutes 

when I took up running seven years ago, yet it is 

amazing how quickly the body adapts.  Training 

is all about long slow runs, which is perfect 

for exploring all the great tracks that we have 

around Wellington. I think ultras appeal to me 

because I need goals to stay motivated. My 

current goal is to break 200kms in the upcoming 

New Zealand 24 hour Championships. It’s a bit 

daunting but I will give it a go.  Please feel free 

to get in touch if you would like to fi nd out more 

about ultras. Would love to hear from you!

Junior Women
Florence Reynolds

The Junior Women have been out in full force. 

We’ve been scattered far and wide, from Canada, 

to Taupo and of course here in windy Wellington. 

But wherever we’ve been, the Junior Women 

have been keeping up the pace. Caroline 

Mellsop represented New Zealand at the World 

Juniors, running an impressive 10.40 for the 3km 

Steeplechase. Closer to home, Nicole Mitchell 

showed her speed, coming 2nd at the North 

Island Cross Country Championships, while 

Florence Reynolds came 7th. 

Bays Relay 2010

We were out in numbers at the Wellington Cross 

Country Championships. Three of us toughed out 

6km in the W19 grade to get 1st (Nicole Mitchell), 

3rd (Florence Reynolds) and 5th (Kate Forster). 
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Meanwhile, it was all go in the W16 grade with 

a 6th (Ariana Harper), 7th (Alice Forster), 13th 

(Vida Long) and in the G13 a 12th (Juliet Stevens). 

However long, the experience was obviously 

benefi cial: a few weeks later on the same course 

we boasted three top-10 fi nishes at the New 

Zealand Cross Country Championships. Nicole 

Mitchell was 5th, followed by Caroline Mellsop 

in 8th and Florence Reynolds in 9th. Nicole 

continued with her strong season, coming 1st in 

the Wellington Road Championships a few weeks 

later. It’s a busy life the Junior Women lead, but 

as our Scottish friends tell us “keep the heid” and 

we’ll be able to keep the pace up for the rest of 

the year.

J-team 
Scott Vujcich

Tena koutou J-Team

The J-Team has once again endured a nasty winter 

period coming along through thick and thin weather 

to compete and take part in interclub, club and away 

events. The commitment has paid off  for many, as 

could be seen by the level of competition in the 

Wellington Centre and Nationals Championships held 

in August. I am very impressed to see such a strong 

dedicated young group of runners coming through 

the Scottish ranks.  It will further future proof the 

Wellington Scottish Harriers reputation as being one 

of the strongest in the country.

I look forward to the coming weeks and fi nishing my 

fi nal year with the J-Team on a high.

Best of luck to all my J-Teamer kids for the future and 

the possibilities to come. 

There is more in the education of children than 

the everlasting iteration of the word “don’t!”- Austin 

O’Malley

Walking section
Canterbury Earthquake tale
John Leonard

Inspecting the damage

Many athletes either travelled to Christchurch for 

the National Road Championships or had planned 

to on Saturday 4 September, the day of the event.  

Three Scottish racewalkers, Phil and Terri 

Grimmett and myself fl ew to Christchurch on 

the Friday evening.  We spent the night in a 

cabin in the Spencer Beach camping ground 

right next to the course which was a 2km loop 

in Spencer Park.  We had dinner in Kaiapoi and 

spent the evening talking to Nyle Sunderland, a 

racewalker from Nelson who was also staying in 

the camping ground.  The weather forecast for 

Saturday was fi ne and we were prepared for our 

race the next morning. 

At around 4:30am I lept out of bed in response 

to violent shaking and held onto the bedroom 

door frame wondering what to do next.  It was 

 Ka pai tamariki
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pitch dark and everything was moving.  My fi rst 

thought was whether it was going to get any 

worse, how would the building handle it, and 

what to do if it started collapsing.  The shaking 

stopped after what seemed like a long time 

but turned out to be less than a minute.  It was 

frightening and my heart rate was going fl at out.  

None of us was injured and the building seemed 

OK from what little we could see from my small 

torch.  Power and water were off . 

Next there was loud knocking on our door.  Nyle 

was frightened and had run across from her unit 

with her sleeping bag.  Phil had a small portable 

radio on which we listened to early reports of 

the earthquake.  The early reports talked about 

damage to roads, bridges and some buildings 

and the airport was closed, but the image 

we had was nowhere near as bad as what we 

subsequently saw on television over the next 

few days.  

We were worried about a tsunami since we were 

very close to the beach and thought about getting 

in the car and going to higher ground.  We didn’t 

actually do that but David Lonsdale who was 

staying with family nearby did pack up and drive 

away, but were returned home by Civil Defence.  It 

wasn’t until the news at 5am that we heard there 

was no tsunami warning.  Lucky for us! 

Aftershocks were every few minutes during 

the fi rst hour particularly.  We could hear them 

coming and while they were less violent we 

didn’t know what they would be like when they 

started.   They felt worse lying down in bed than 

standing up.  

Although we heard more reports as time moved 

on towards daylight we didn’t know if the 

event was still on or not.  The reports at that 

stage didn’t really describe the full extent of the 

damage, so after daylight we readied ourselves 

for our race that was at 9:30am.  At 8am we 

walked to the course, about a kilometre away 

and came across cracks in the road caused by 

the earthquake.   

No way through

The cracks were small at fi rst but became larger as we 

neared the beach, and the event course.  There were 

cracks along and across the road.  The worst were 

cracks that were only about 10 to 20 cm or so wide 

but that had asphalt upstanding to about half a metre 

in an inverted V above it.  There were many of those.  

The road was only passable to vehicles by driving 

onto the grass on the roadside to pass the upstanding 

asphalt.  We saw one large tree that had been 

uprooted.  When we got to the course we walked 

around it.  It was badly damaged in some parts with 

one part under water.  It certainly could not have 

been used.   Elsewhere the roadside was covered in 

sand that had liquefi ed and come to the surface.

Although cell-phone coverage was poor in the 

area we did receive texts and several phone calls 

from concerned friends and relatives asking if 

we were alright.  We also heard that the road 

championships had been cancelled.  So we 

returned to our undamaged cabin.

Later that morning we left Spencer Beach and drove 

towards Christchurch looking for somewhere to buy 

some food.  Everything was closed.  We ended up 

in New Brighton where we found one café open 

and had a coff ee and something to eat before they 

would have to close when their water ran out.  

Nyle and I were booked to fl y home on the 

Saturday but with the airport closed we didn’t 

know if that would happen.   The airport opened 

after 1pm and we drove there passing through 

some Christchurch suburbs where nearly every 

brick chimney was damaged.  They had either 
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collapsed into a pile of bricks on the roof, or had 

fallen over intact, or had fallen through the roof 

into the house.  

I arrived back in Wellington at 5pm on Saturday 

and was thankful to be home.  The experience was 

frightening and not one I want to repeat.  

Marton to Whanganui Road Relay
Twenty two Walking teams and their supporters 

arrived in Marton for a 7am start. The day was 

fi ne and cool with hardly any wind. After a week 

of torrential rain the organisers of the event were 

concerned that the roads would be impassable 

due to a number of slips on the roads we were to 

take. This being a favourite on the Scottish walking 

calendar we had three teams entered. The roads 

were passable but testing in places, the worst spot 

was early in leg 4 where workmen clearing up after 

a signifi cant slip earlier in the week held up some 

of the leading teams for several minutes. Great 

work by our handicappers saw all teams fi nish very 

close to estimated times – Flyers estimated 6:52:07, 

actual 6:50:36 – Red estimated 8:09:35, actual 

8:09:37 – Gold estimated 8:09:01, actual 8:06:08. As 

usual there was little between the Scottish Gold 

and Scottish Red teams who fi nished 7th and 8th 

respectively. The Flyers team crossed the line in 

second place, 12 seconds behind the Taranaki Race 

Walkers 1 team but due to an infringement of race 

rules the Flyers were promoted to 1st place.

Scottish walkers in training QE II Park July

Stress free property 
management with 
no hidden costs!

 » Fixed price property 
management

 » $125 + GST per month 

 » Reliable and proactive

 » Access your property 
info anytime, anywhere 
with online access

www.trustproperties.co.nz

Jared Buck 
0272746643
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Scottish Athlete Profile: Caroline Mellsop

Caroline Mellsop joined the Scottish fold this year 

and is a great asset to the Junior Women’s squad.

Originally from Whanganui, she moved down to 

Wellington this year to begin a Bachelor of Arts at 

Victoria University.

Caroline is a Scottish scholarship holder as well as 

a New Zealand representative. Caroline is grateful 

for the scholarship support from Scottish; “It’s really 

good, it covers my membership, uniform and entry 

fees and accommodation at events like road relays.”

Caroline plans to compete after University but 

admits she does not know what she wants to 

do for a job. “I really like what I’m studying so I 

defi nitely want to do something with history or 

classics.”

After running school cross-country and athletics 

as a kid, Caroline started training and racing when 

she got to high school. At the same time she was 

playing netball and hockey.

In March she won the 3km steeplechase (10.35) at 

the National Track and Field Championships, and 

in July she was lucky enough to represent New 

Zealand in the 3km steeplechase at the World 

Junior Athletics Championships in Canada. Caroline 

recalls; “It was so much fun and really exciting to 

see so many amazing athletes competing. I was 

pretty nervous for my race because I’d never raced 

in anything that big before and I knew it would be 

really diff erent. In New Zealand there aren’t a lot of 

people running steeplechase so you are not used 

to worrying about other people when jumping.” 

Caroline was thrilled to fi nish 16th in a fi eld of 26 

and come close to her PB.

The best thing about running is looking forward 

to racing when she is fi t, but she admitted training 

could be tough at times; Caroline explains “I tend 

to feel like that at the end of the season in both 

cross country and track. More during cross-country 

because I like doing speed work and get bored of 

just doing running all the time.”  

Caroline hopes to go even further to the Olympics 

or Commonwealth Games but for the next track 

season she wants to do some good times over the 

1500m and 3km, before defending her title at the 

steeplechase at the next National Track and Field 

Championships.

Caroline at the Worlds

Laura Roozendaal
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Though most of Scottish know Malcolm Hodge as 

a runner; he has played a number of other sports; 

including football and squash. He found both 

sports fun, but became frustrated when he was 

not as competitive as he is with running.  “I liked 

how Tawa Squash was a strong, close club like 

Scottish. It didn’t matter what your level of ability 

was. This contrasted with soccer. “With soccer, you 

only really associate with those on your team and 

occasionally with the other team in your grade.”

In running shoes, his two favourite disciplines are 

track (1500m) and cross country. Malcolm really 

enjoys the Shaw Baton Relay and the North Island 

Cross Country Championships. Malcolm; “I like the 

1500 because of the tactics. You have to run at a 

pace that is fast enough to stay with the group 

but too fast and you fatigue and there is no time 

to recover. Cross country is always fun because of 

the technicalities involved. I always look forward 

to a course with fences and streams and not too 

much fl at. I have the whole track season to run 

fl at” notes Malcolm.

Malcolm said he loves the freedom to train 

wherever and whenever he wanted; “You’re not 

restricted to a set time, place and group every 

week. You can run wherever you want or drive 

to another area for a change of scenery. I love 

discovering new trails, especially around Tawa, so I 

can go back again and explore them some more.”

Malcolm says he is lucky not to be injured very 

often, but deciding where to run is always an issue.

“But once the decision is made it’s no longer a 

problem.”

He hopes to get a medal at Nationals before 

representing New Zealand “anywhere that 

involves a black singlet”.

Malcolm is from a keen Scottish family, mum 

Bev, sister Claire, and brother Tim have all been 

Scottish runners and are always supportive.

“They all want to come along to races to watch 

or participate, not just because I’m there but 

because they want to as well.”

Sadly for Scottish, Malcolm will be leaving Wellington’s 

shores next year. In 2011 he will be moving to 

Christchurch and the University of Canterbury to 

study engineering. “UC’s fi rst year engineering course 

keeps itself open to eight diff erent options for the 

second year so I don’t need to decide exactly where I 

want to go from there just yet.” 

Malcolm has been steadily improving this year and 

we hope Malcolm will we stay connected with 

Scottish in the future even though the University of 

Canterbury running club will no doubt be keen to 

get Malcolm running in University colours. 

Malcolm full steam ahead

Scottish Athlete Profile: Malcolm Hodge
Laura Roozendaal
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My Favourite Route: Joanne Kwok
Laura Roozendaal

Joanne joined Scottish after her sister 

Samantha gave her a Scottish singlet for 

her birthday in 2006. “I had no choice but 

to join the club as the singlet was of no use 

for anything else! 

Like most Scottish runners, Joanne Kwok’s favourite 

run includes a bit of the Karori Bush. Starting from 

her home in Crofton Downs, Joanne runs through 

the Otari Bush and the Karori Cemetery down to 

Karori Park.“I really enjoy the trail through Otari 

Bush as it is always sheltered and feels like you 

are far away from the city” says Joanne. At Karori 

Park, Joanne runs a few laps of the 1km circuit, 

incorporating some intervals. For Joanne “the 

fun exercise equipment dotted adds interest and 

variation.”

From there Joanne likes to make her way up to 

the Zealandia sanctuary. “Once at the sanctuary I 

usually take a short breather and walk around for 

a couple of minutes to recoup my energy.” From 

Zealandia, Joanne runs up through the Northland 

tunnel, along Orangi Kaupapa Road and then 

down to Pembroke Rd. After running through 

Wadestown shops via Mairangi Road, Joanne 

heads home to Crofton Downs.

Like most runners, Joanne likes to feel far away 

from the city but the route also has some 

landmarks for her: her childhood homes and Karori 

Park, where she played hockey. “I like the route 

because of the variation. It’s good for getting fi t 

quickly as the hills are quite demanding … but 

the main reason I like the run is that the landmarks 

make it a sentimental run.”

The route had also been good in getting Joanne 

ready for the Blackmore’s marathon. “I’m hoping 

that when I get to Sydney I will fi nd the fl at terrain 

a breeze as I have been mainly training on hills. The 

fact that I enter a long race months in advance is 

the best motivation for my training.”

”Every year Joanne enters a distance event 

and incorporates a holiday. “Last year I went to 

Melbourne to run my fi rst marathon, in 2008 I 

went to Rarotonga to run 32km around the island, 

while in 2007 I ran my second half marathon in 

Melbourne with my sister Samantha.”

Joanne at Melbourne
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Well it has been a busy road season and 

it has been great watching fi rst-hand 

Tina’s fantastic progress this year. I 

expect to see even more exciting results 

from Tina as the track season is nearing. 

Without a doubt we have the best selection 

when it comes to spikes and running fl ats.   

With a wide selection of fi eld and track spikes 

to choose from in a wide range of sizes from 

sprinting spikes to javelin to long jump we have 

it all.

This issue I would like to talk about someone 

who has always inspired me as an athlete in 

terms of training, coaching, and dedication.

This person is my dad John Rigby.   Some may 

know him through Harriers where he is a Life 

member of Rimutaka Harriers or from Pak- 

n-Save where he worked as a supervisor.   Our 

whole family was involved and committed to 

running. We lived in Miramar, so used to have 

a spaghetti lunch and 

then drive all the way 

out to the Hutt to the 

club on Saturdays. 

We would also need 

to get back in time to 

do the family paper 

round another focus of 

commitment. I was the 

youngest and the last to 

do the paper round. It 

was a big moment when I had to say to my Dad 

at 12 that I was fi nishing.

My dad taught me the meaning of why we play 

sport and that is camaraderie, the adrenaline 

rush but most of all the enjoyment.   My dad is 

a good runner but would be the fi rst to confess 

that he is no Nick Willis. However you ask him 

his best time for a marathon and he could tell 

you which one it was, weather conditions, and 

exactly how her felt.  His best time for the half 

is 1.15.55 and for the full marathon 2. 48.19 – 

great times.  

In addition to his own running,  I am proud 

to say that my Dad has helped several people 

help get to their goals whether that be to 

achieve the Police 2.4 k running  test or their 

first half/full marathon.  Be warned however, if 

you go to my parents house and bring up the 

topics of running and marathon times and so 

on, make sure you have a spare few hours. 

I recently did my first half marathon which 

I did for my dad.It was always something 

we wanted to do together but due to 

Karen’s Corner
Lifestyle store running section opening



circumstance he couldn’t.  Luckily for me he 

was my support person and if it wasn’t for him 

following me in the car that last 5k, I am not 

sure if I would have finished in the time I was 

hoping for.

So when I fi nished my fi rst half marathon on 

one of the worse days Wellington could off er, it 

was a achievement for me and I was proud that 

I had met my goal of sub- two hours without 

much training (1.54), but more so I knew my 

dad would be proud and that to me was what 

it was about. 

My dad is the athlete I look up to and admire 

the most, no one can ever top what he has 

taught me in sport and work.    So the next 

time you are running think to yourself ‘why do 

I do it’?..is there any other sport that off ers so 

much for the body, mind and soul?  

 

P.S  Dad perhaps next year I can crack 1.50 for my 

half....maybe. 

 

Best wishes

Karen Rigby – Manager Lifestyle Sports and 

half marathoner

What is the best caption 
for this amusing photo 
of Abdullahi Guled at the 
Wellington Cross Country 
Championships ?  
Was Abdi inventing a new hurdling 

technique? Was he momentarily thinking 

he was in a diff erent code (diving?)

Send your caption to rolysmith2@hotmail.

com by Sunday 17th October. The 

winner will be announced on the Scottish 

website on Friday 21 October.

The best entry wins a free pair of shoes 

from Lifestyle Sports of any value! 

Best Caption Competition

Want to advertise here?
Get in touch with Grant: 

mczod@xtra.co.nz
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If you want to get from A to B, and you want to go via Q, X and Z, the consultants at The 

Terrace Travel are your airfare experts.  We are specialists in long-haul international travel, and 

skilled in the tricky multi-stop itineraries.

With over 70 years experience among our senior staff , The Terrace Travel has the expertise to 

get you where you want to go, while making the most of your travel budget.

So for fi rst-class service, whatever class you’re travelling, contact:

take the scenic 
route from 

'a' to 'b'

Paul Brydges

The Terrace Travel Limited

Ground Floor, 88 The Terrace,  Wellington

Tel  : 04 4998125

Email : terrace@phoenixtravel.co.nz
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Make an eco-statement with the Green Silence. Each 
and every part in this groundbreaking shoe has a sustainable 
element, including soy-based inks and recycled materials. 
And in this case, “green” goes hand-in-hand with great 
performance. The Green Silence helps you take responsibility, 
and first place—with good karma to spare.

Post-consumer recycled shoe 
materials 

Recycled packaging (90% post-
consumer recycled)

Post-consumer recycled  shoe laces 

Water-based adhesives are used 
throughout

All dyes and colorants are 
non-toxic

Eco-friendly, biodegradable 
performance midsole compound

As many parts as 
comparable shoes, which saves oil 
and energy

75%

100%
100%

»

½

»

the green silence:
ECO INNOVATION WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT!

green silence 
unisex racer - 196g


